
Mountain Island Fitness 

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Time Saturday Sunday 

5:30a Cycle 
Tabata Boot 

Camp 
Cycle 

Tabata Boot 
Camp 

     

9:00a  Active 
Boot Camp/

Circuits 
 Active 8:00a Cycle  
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Total Body 
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Crunch - 
Kick  

  

10:00a  
 Raised Barre

(YS)  
 

Stability/
Band/Ball 

Power Flow 
Yoga(YS) 

10:00a Yoga (YS)   

10:30a 
Slow Flow 
Yoga (YS) 

        

11:00a   Fit 4 Life  Pilates  Gentle Yoga     

12:15-
12:45p 

 Lunchtime 
Crunch Time 

Lunchtime 
KICK Time 

Cycle   Lean Sculpt      

         

6:00p 
Total Body 

Burn 

Cycle 

Barre Basics 
(YS) 

Boot Camp/
Circuits     

Total Body 
Burn 

     

6:30p Yoga (YS)             

7:00p            

     (YS) = Yoga Studio 
      

     Group X Room will be used for Fencing  Tues/Fri    6:00-9 PM   
             Wed/Thur   7:30-9 PM   
             Saturday   10-12  

  



Getting to know your classes… 
 

 
 
Active    Get more active by getting all the fitness training you need – cardio, strength, balance, and flexibility – in just one hour. Get stronger, fitter, and  
    healthier with inspiring music, adjustable dumbbells, weight plates, body weight, and simple athletic movements. Get more  out of your every day life 
    when you are fit! 
 
Barre Basics   Takes the functional movements of Pilates and Barre and fuses them with weight lifting principles for a non impact total body workout.  First half of 
    class focuses on upper body & core strength training using dumb bells. Second half uses the ballet barre and focuses on the lower body. Small props 
    such as Pilates balls or loop bands are sometimes used at this stage of the class. Suitable for all levels. 
 
Boot Camp/Circuits  Use your body weight to get your heart rate pumping in this high energy, circuit style class.  
 
Crunch—Kick   Combination class consisting of 2—30 minute classes. The first 30 minutes are an action packed core class using body weight, weight plates, towel, and 
    a platform, all to challenge you like never before. A strong core, from your shoulders to your hips, will improve your athletic performance, help prevent 
    back pain, and bring out your abs! The second 30 minutes is a shortened Kick class described below. You can do just the Crunch or just the Kick part of 
    the class. Or for an amazing, calorie burning workout stay the whole hour for both. 
 
Cycle    This huge calorie burner builds a healthy heart, a lean body and great looking legs! Cycle is an indoor riding experience. Roll over hills,  chase the pack, 
    spin the flats, climb mountains, and sprint to the finish! Feel the thrill of energetic music and group dynamics as you get all the benefits of authentic 
    interval training.  
     
Fit-4-Life   This fun class is designed to increase strength and range of movement for the older participant. It integrates a variety of standing exercises often using 
    free weights and occasionally utilizes floor work to help maintain and enhance overall well being.  Aerobic, strength, balance, flexibility, and agility 
    experiences are all incorporated into each class.    ** Chairs available if needed.   
 
Gentle Yoga   Slow and Gentle Stretching for the entire body. Appropriate for those new to yoga and/or have limited mobility. 
 
Lean Sculpt   Lean Sculpt is a high-intensity interval workout that incorporates weight training to get you lean and strong. A Power Packed Half Hour! 
 
Pilates    Focuses on strengthening, stretching and balance, through concentrated and stabilizing movements of the core & hips. All fitness levels. 
 
Power Flow Yoga  Upbeat practice for all levels.  Poses are held longer for deepest opening. Your heart rate will go up and you will sweat! Options for beginners and  
    advanced participants. Done in a warm room. 
 
Raised Barre   It is a fun, energizing, intense workout set to high energy music. It combines the fun of a group fitness class with high quality functional movements 
    found in Pilates. This is a non impact, total body workout but the main focus is on the lower body. The class uses a ballet barre, small hand weights 
    and other props to help with form and strength building. Suitable for all levels. 
 
Slow Flow Yoga   Take your beginner yoga practice to the next level.  In this strength based class you will slowly flow through the different yoga movements in addition 
    to incorporating longer holds in certain positions.  
 
Stability Ball & Band  Focuses on core strength and balance through the use of stability balls and bands in order to promote better stability. 
 
Tabata Boot Camp  Tabata training is a high-intensity interval training (HIIT) workout, featuring exercises that last four minutes. You push yourself as hard as you can for 
    20 seconds and rest for 10 seconds. This is one set. You'll complete eight sets of each exercise.  
 
Total Body Burn  Total Body Burn is a high energy, explosive weight training workout in a group setting! Using an adjustable barbell, weight plates, and body weight, 
    Total Body Burn combines  squats, lunges, presses, and curls with functional integrated exercises.  Music and a motivating group atmosphere will get 
    your heart rate up, make you sweat, and push you to a personal best!  
 
Yoga    Stretching and movement with breath. Suitable for all levels. Room is warmed to 82 degrees. 
 
     


